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	Dance. Educate. Inspire. 

      

	
	
	  
	    
	  
	  
	    (914) 636-3200

	    info@dancedea.com

	  
	

	
	  Dance Educators Of America
World-Class dance organization, dedicated to education first. 


	
      



    
      
	
	  
	  
	  We couldn't find the page you were looking for. This is either because:

	There is an error in the URL entered into your web browser. Please check the URL and try again.
	The page you are looking for has been moved or deleted.



  You can return to our homepage by clicking here, or you can try searching for the
  content you are seeking by clicking here.
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                  [image: The last stop of our competition season! KNOXVILLE we are excited to see all of you guys!]
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                  [image: Richmond! We are headed your way this weekend! What dances are you excited to perform? Comment below!]
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                  [image: Let&rsquo;s Go, Orlando! Yeah&hellip; it rhymes so I had to go with that one. Regardless we are so exciting to be in the sunshine state again! Looking forward to this weeks comp! DANCERS, comment what number you&rsquo;re most excited to perform! #Exp]
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                  [image: Let&rsquo;s go Pacific Northwest! Seattle you&rsquo;re next. Get ready for a weekend full of dance and education #expressexcellence]
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                  [image: It&rsquo;s not to late to share your favorite moments onstage from DEA! Create an account, find your comp and dance&hellip; post and tag us! #Expressexcellence]
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                  [image: PITTSBURGH! Get ready for an exciting weekend of competition and education! #Expressexcellence]
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                  [image: This weekend we will be in sunshine state! Fort Lauderdale, we are looking forward to an awesome weekend of dance and education! #Expressexcellence]
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                  [image: Another big CONGRATULATIONS to our top winners of the weekend, for both their excellence on stage and in the class room! And give it up for their teachers as well! #Expressexcellence]
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                  [image: Congratulations to all the amazing dancers who shared the stage this weekend in Newark! 🙌🏼 #Expressexcellence]
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